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The

Black Hills National Forest is located in western South Dakota and northeastern Wyoming. Compared with other national forests, it has the longest
history of regulated cutting and forest management.
The first sale of timber known as Case 1, involving
15,000,000 board feet of ponderosa pine sawtimber
and 5,100 cords of wood, was made on this Forest
to the Homestake Mining Company on February 28,
1898.
In this and other early sales, the seed tree method
of leaving two of the larger seed trees per acre was
used. Earlier unregulated cutting, following the first
established mining camp at Custer in 1875 until the
Black Hills Forest Reserve was established February
22, 1897, has been estimated conservatively at
1,500,000,000 board feet of ponderosa pine.
It was natural that the longest and best quality
trees were cut to supply the early day mining camps
and settler needs. In addition, wood was the only
fuel and the forest was completely cleared for an
area of several townships in the vicinity of Lead and
Deadwood.
Fortunately, establishment of ponderosa pine on
cut-over areas does not present a problem in the
Black Hills. This may be attributed to the favorable
moisture conditions in spring and early summer.
Following the heavy cutting in the period of settlement, dense stands of pine reproduction became
established. Conservative cutting of the national
forest, starting about 1910 using a selection system,
provides the forest manager with a good distribution
of mature timber 161 years plus, thrifty mechantable
101 to 160 years, post-poles 51 to 100 years, and reproduction stands 1 to 50 years old.
Management in the Black Hills
Forest management, as practiced in the Black Hills,
was confined, with minor exceptions, to the cutting
of sawtimber sized trees until the era of the Civilian
Conservation Corps. Management was then given a
big assist when the CCC's thinned 204,600 acres of
young timber.
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Marking guides as written, appeared concerned
with perpetuating the old stands. It was difficult to
get uniformity in marking from district to district.
Recently a guide has been developed which places
the emphasis on the establishment and development
of the young stand, utilizing a group shelterwood
system of cutting. The method has been on trial
since 1952 and has systematized the marking. Although some revisions will be necessary as forest
management is intensified, the guide as now used
has a number of advantages. One of the most important is the recognition of the regeneration habits
of ponderosa pine as the basis for marking. An advantage to the manager is that marking has become
more uniform. By using this system, markers can
more readily understand the overall management
objectives, and marking is made easier.
The cutting cycle for the Black Hills ponderosa
pine has now been established as 20 years. This fits
in well with the growth habit of the tree since the
young stands respond to the thinning standards by
increasing their increment for a period of about fifteen years, with several years added for root and
crown development at the beginning of the cycle
and a like period for quality growth at the end of
the cycle.
The marking system includes a guide for marking
sawtimber, age 101 plus, and a second growth guide
for younger timber. Marking of mature timber is
designed to assure regeneration, develop the ponderosa pine reproduction, and spread the cut of sawtimber products through additional cutting cycles
until the young timber of the second rotation is ready
to take over the growing site. For the younger age
class, periodic thinnings will assure a steady rate
of growth on crop trees and will provide posts, small
poles, and pulpwood.
Pine reproduction will develop at a satisfactory
rate for a period of forty years under mature crop
trees which are given periodic removal cuts. With
this in mind the management of the mature timber
is based on the condition of the reproduction. The
marker's job is to recognize the development state
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of the reproduction. Since ponderosa pine grows
naturally in small, even-aged groups, the marker
concerns himself with the tree group. A group is
defined as two or more trees, each competing with
the rest for light and water.
In a group of mature trees, without reproduction,
competition exists be tween all members of the tree
group. Although the h·ees are even-aged , there usually is a wide variation in diameter size and crown
classification. During intermediate cutting cycles the
most thrifty trees of good quality are reserved. These
are usually in the larger diameter classes.
Marking Guides
is done according to the following guides:
l. Reproduction is less than 6 feet in height, varying from fully stocked to non-existent; overstory
is usually dense. The objective is to remove the
overst01y in three major cuts, plus a fourth cut
to remove the remaining seed trees. The volume to
be cropped at the first cut will be approximately
35%, but may b e as high as 45%. The most thrifty
trees of good quality will be reserved for the
second and third cuts. The cut volume will be
made up of low vigor, defective trees of poor
form and quality. This cutting is designed to
establish reproduction and advance its growth by
approximately 6 to 12 feet in height.
2. Reproduction ran a es f ram, 6 to 18 feet in height,
often growing in clumps; overstory 'is nwderately
dense to open. With reproduction of this height,
~forking

Thinning an immature pole stand.
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marking is designed to remove the overstory in
two major cuts, plus a third to remove the remaining seed trees p er acre. The cut will average
50% of the volume of tree groups in this classification. The plan is to reserve the most thrifty trees
of good quality for the next cut. Cut volume will
be made up of defective, low vigor trees .
3. Reproduction over 18 feet in height, and the
largest or d01ninant trees ranging form 4 to 8 inches
d.b.h.; overstory is open to scattered. This is the
final major or harvest cut f01.. the current rotation.
In unmanaged stands, it usually consists of removing th e overstory of mature timber, often as
old as 250 years, but reserving approximately 5
seed trees per acre. These trees are to be of the
best form and vigor available in the mature age
class.
4. Reproduction is fully established and the crowns
of the immature dominants are safely above the
reach of ground fires .. D.b.h. of immature dominants 8 inches and larger. Overstory very scattered,
usually seed trees. Seed trees are to be removed
when the young stand has reached this development stage. In fully managed stands, cutting of
seed trees will be co-ordinated with commercial
thinning for posts, poles, or pulpwood. Overstory
trees less than rotation age should not be cut, except for reasons of form and defect.

This guide applies to even-aged tracts of ponderosa
pine not over 100 years old. It has been designed

Pruned dominants after thinning.
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Area No. l
t<ot toms of draws and
lo1'er southeast• east ,
,n ortheast, north, lirtd
nort,hwest aspects.
Oeep rich soil. Soil
1110ietu:re pl entiful.
Best growint1 ~·~·.

Area !io . 2
Lower and middle slopes on south and
W8'St aspects; middle and upper slopes,
including ridge tops with good soil
depth. on southeast, east , northeast,.
no rth , and northwest aspects. Soil ·
depth moderate. <:oil moisture good.
Average ~owing si.t e.

for simplicity in fi eld application, recogmzmg the
factors of site, soil, and moisture as they affect the
bo.:. rd fe at volume of basal area which a particular
acre can support.
The fores t is divided into three general classesAre'.1 1 including best sites, Area 2 including average
site3, ~ n d Are'.l 3 including poorest sites . There will
be variations in each area class. The quality of th e
growing site affects both the diameter and height of
the trees within th e area. Figure 1 is a description
of are1 classification.
Since it is possible to measure quickly the diameter
of standing timber in contrast to height measurement, the d.b.h. measurement is to b e used in determinjng sto: king.

Area No.

3

Upper south, west
and southwest aspects.
'>hallow soils .
Driest 61 tes.
Growing conditions
bel ow average.
·

if funds are available, on areas 1 and 2 at tim e
of thinning.
Summary

The mature and second growth marking guides
for ponderosa pine now recognize the regeneration
habits of this species. The use of th e guides h ave
pro vided qniforrn forest wide marking. The mature
timber guide has been designed to meet silvicultural
requirements of this species, treating the stancl on
a small group basis. Its application will provide
sufficient sawtirnber for industry until th e second
growth stands are of sawtirnber size.
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Field Procedure

1. Determine classification of area by a quick
ground appraisal. See Figure 1.
2. Determine the diameter class of the stand. This
is done by measuring 3 dominants and 2 co-dominants within a 1/ 10 acre plot (1 chain x 1 chain).
Avoid selecting the largest tree for a sample tree.
The average diameter is designated in inches and
th.e fracti::m, if any, is disregarded. For example :

10.2" +10.7" + 10.6" +8.7" +8.4"==48.6"
48.6'7 5=9.7" average diameter.
The fractional inch (.7") is disregarded and th e
resulting inch class ( 9") is used.
Refer to Table I to determine the desired stocking
and spacing.
3. Sample ch8ck plots of one square chain or 1/ 10
acre can b e laid out to check the marking adher. ence. Stocking of plus or minus 10% of tree numbers listed in a given d.h.b. class will be satisfactory. Use Table I.
Trees reserved for future cutting will be of the
largest diameter and best vigor available. They
will usually be in the dominant or co-dominant
class. The objective will be to retain the dominant
trees for the last two cuts of the current rotation
(at least 140 years and 160 years for areas 1 and
2) . Approximately 40 crop trees should b e pruned,
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